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Stabbing of Tunisian
police officers points to
lingering lone-wolf threat
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

suspected
jihadist
stabbed two Tunisian
police officers, the first
such attack since a suicide bomber targeting a
bus of presidential guards killed 12
people in 2015.
While the November 1 stabbing
attack pointed to a lingering concern of lone-wolf attacks, it is not
thought to indicate a reversal in
Tunisia’s security trends. Since
2015, there have been no major terrorist incidents and security agencies said they have dismantled
numerous cells and pre-empted
several potentially dangerous terror attacks
The November 1 attack, outside
the parliament building in Tunis’s
Bardo district, was quickly stopped
by security services. One officer
died of injuries from the stabbing
and another suffered non-critical
injuries to his forehead.
The attack came as a controversial police protection law was to
be voted on by parliament. Titled
“Prosecution of Abuses against
the Armed Forces,” the measure
reinforces penalties for acts endangering police or security forces,
punishes “defamatory speech” directed at police and protects them
from criminal liability for “injuring or killing anyone” in the line
of duty if the force is ruled “necessary and proportionate.”
Civil society groups argued that
the bill’s broad provisions could
lead to abuse of power and the stifling of civil liberties.

Sofiane Selliti, a spokesman for
Tunisia’s special anti-terrorism
court, said the suspected assailant of the stabbing attack was Zied
Gharbi, 25, of the working-class Ettadhamen district.
Gharbi, who allegedly shouted
“Allahu Akbar” (“God is greatest”)
and “taghout” (“despots”) during
the assault, was unemployed and
embraced a “radical ideological
interpretation of Islam that condones violence and considers the
death of police officers and soldiers
a kind of jihad,” a statement by the
Tunisian Interior Ministry said.
Security sources said Gharbi told
interrogators: “I’m ready to kill any
police officer I meet.”
Tunisia suffered a series of terror
incidents in 2015, including attacks
on the Bardo National Museum
and a beach resort in Sousse.
Since then, the government
embarked on an aggressive campaign against jihadists, arresting
hundreds of terror suspects and
dismantling dozens of cells. In the
nine months leading up to September, authorities arrested 694
terror suspects, dismantled 94
terror cells and detained 64 people suspected of involvement in

Since 2015, there have
been no major terrorist
incidents and security
agencies said they
have dismantled
numerous cells and
pre-empted several
potentially dangerous
terror attacks.

transferring fighters overseas, Interior Ministry spokesman Khalifa
Chibani said.
Chibani noted that most threats
stem from al-Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb but security services dismantled cells of alleged Islamic
State (ISIS) sympathisers. Among
them was one in the central town
of Kairouan that was allegedly
plotting an attack in Sousse.
In an interview with local television, Chibani said the developments illustrated the state’s ability
to effectively combat such cells.
The latest attack, however, could
represent a new “model of operations for terrorists” in Tunisia, said
former army Colonel Mokhtar Ben
Nasr.
“Such an attack fits the profile of
the lone and isolated wolves who
do not need to receive orders and
instructions from terror organisations chiefs. When they feel the
security net is tightening around
them, they can act alone without
being detected by the security
forces,” he said.
Feeling pressure from Tunisia’s security apparatus, extremist
groups have hidden in the country’s mountainous and rugged areas, mostly near the western border
with Algeria. The most prominent
of these is al-Qaeda affiliate Katibat Okba Ibn Nafaa.
The November 1 stabbing is a
further indication that youth radicalisation remains a major challenge in Tunisia, experts said,
adding that the government must
formulate long-term strategies for
youth empowerment to address
the underlying threat.
“The terrorism scourge will
not go away by denunciations,”

Lingering concern. Tunisian forensic police check the scene of an
attack on two traffic policemen in Tunis, on November 1.
(AFP)
wrote Nouri Essal in an op-ed in Al
Chourouk daily. “It requires a legal, human, cultural, political and
moral common stand as part of a
national strategy.”
Sofien Lassoued, in another article in Al Chourouk, cautioned
that “Tunisians must know that
terrorists who are hiding in the
mountains and cities have found
those who offered them weapons,
money and ideological support,” a
reference to leaders of the Islamist
Ennahda party and their allies.
Mehdi Taje, director of the Tu-

nisian think-tank Global Prospect
Intelligence, noted that factors
such as “mass unemployment,
economic precariousness, a lack of
future prospects, mainly for university graduates, the loss of trust
in the state and its bodies and the
rupture between disenfranchised
youth and the economic and political elites combine to make the
terrorist threat virulent, mutating
and sustainable in Tunisia.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

King Mohammed VI rejects any option for
Western Sahara outside Moroccan sovereignty
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

oroccan King Mohammed VI has rejected any peace deal
that allows for the independence of Western Sahara without Morocco having
sovereignty.
“No settlement of the Sahara affair is possible outside the framework of the full sovereignty of
Morocco over its Sahara and the
autonomy initiative, whose seriousness and credibility the international community has recognised,”
King Mohammed VI said in a televised speech November 6 to commemorate the 42nd anniversary of
the Green March.
Jordan Paul, executive director of
the Moroccan American Centre for
Policy, said the autonomy initiative
provides the basis for the only viable solution.
“As former Special Envoy Peter
van Walsum said in his report…
an independent Western Sahara
was not a realistic proposition. The
only way to resolve this conflict is
through realistic, pragmatic and
compromise-based solutions like
the Moroccan autonomy initiative,”
said Paul.
Rabat proposed autonomy under Moroccan sovereignty for the
266,000 sq.km territory. The proposal was rejected by the Polisario
Front, an Algeria-based separatist

movement that insists on the right
of the Sahrawi people to determine
their own future in a UN-monitored
referendum.
Algeria and Morocco have been
at loggerheads for decades over
Western Sahara. Algeria denies involvement in the issue, although its
leaders are suspected of playing a
role in it.
The United States and France
expressed support for Morocco’s
“credible” autonomy plan for the
territory.
“I think under the [UN Security
Council] presidency of the United
States in April… there were the first
signs of significant Security Council
commitment in a number of years
on a number of different fronts,”
Paul said.
“First, a vigorous commitment
to not just kick the can down the
road but a real emphasis on results
within this year. A strong commitment in the text to a fifth round
of negotiations, which would be
based only on a discussion of some
form of autonomy under Moroccan
sovereignty, and stronger language
on conducting a census of the actual number of people living in the
Polisario-run refugee camps near
Tindouf, Algeria,” he added.
The Polisario Front criticised
King Mohammed VI’s speech.
“The king’s speech renounces
Morocco’s commitments,” Polisario
official Mohamed Salem Ould Salek
was quoted as saying by the Algerian news agency APS.
King Mohammed VI linked his

late grandfather’s speech almost 60
years ago with the “Moroccanness”
of the Western Sahara, sending a
strong message to neighbouring
Algeria about the kingdom’s territorial integrity.

The only way to resolve
this conflict is through
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Jordan Paul, executive
director of the Moroccan
American Centre for Policy

“Today, we are proudly celebrating the 42nd anniversary of the
Green March and, in a few weeks,
we will be commemorating the
60th anniversary of the speech delivered at M’hamid al-Ghizlane by
His Majesty King Mohammed V —
may he rest in peace,” said the king.
“The historic speech at M’hamid
al-Ghizlane is highly significant for
several reasons. Not only does it
represent a milestone in the completion of our territorial integrity
but it also confirmed a basic fact
which no one can deny, namely the
Moroccanness of the Sahara and
the Moroccan people’s unwavering
commitment to their land immediately after Morocco’s independence.”
King Mohammed VI stressed that
Morocco’s claim of the disputed
territory happened before it was
tabled at the United Nations in 1963
at a time when no other claims had
been put forward regarding its liberation and before Algeria had its
independence.
“It is a systematic linking of Mohammed V’s claim to independence
and the reclaim of Sahara lands before the independence of Algeria,
which is challenging Morocco’s legitimacy and territorial integrity 18
years before the birth of the separatist front,” analyst Ahmed Noureddine told news website Hespress.
Mustapha Sehimi, a professor
of law and political science at the
Faculty of Law in Rabat, said the
national question of the Sahara was
again solicited during King Moham-

med VI’s speech.
“It is a proclamation that has
all its meaning, one year after the
kingdom’s independence, a strong
act when the Sahara issue was not
on any UN agenda, that no extraMoroccan claim had been put forward and that Algeria was still under colonisation,” said Sehimi.
Diplomatic ties between Morocco
and Algeria hit a low after Algerian
Foreign Minister Abdelkader Messahel last month accused the kingdom’s banks of “laundering hashish
money” in Africa. Rabat slammed
Messahel’s comments, saying that
they displayed a “level of irresponsibility unprecedented in the history of bilateral relations.”
The spat between the two neighbouring countries is hampering the
Arab Maghreb Union’s economic
progress. In February, King Mohammed VI warned that the union
would crumble if its incapacity to
live up to the ambitions of the 1989
agreement continued.
“The region and all the countries
in it, including Algeria, would benefit economically from resolving this
conflict,” Paul said. “It would allow
the region to move past this artificial dispute and allow the countries
of the Maghreb to reinvigorate their
economic union, open the Algerian
borders and allow for more trade
and more prosperity across North
Africa.”
Saad Guerraoui is a
contributor to The Arab Weekly
on Maghreb issues.

